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Structural  applications  of  near  beta  titanium  alloys  are  gradually  increasing  in the  aerospace  indus-
try  because  of  their  high  specific  mechanical  properties  and  good  corrosion  resistance.  Furthermore,
a  wide  range  of  microstructures  can  be obtained  by  thermomechanical  processes.  This work  deter-
mines  by  the  use  of  EBSD  technique  the  mechanism  of restoration  active  in  the  near  beta  titanium  alloy
Ti–5Al–5Mo–5V–3Cr–1Zr  for deformations  in  both  � +  � and  �  field  near  to  the �  transus  temperature
(T� =  803 ◦C).  Hot  compression  tests  are  carried  out  up to 0.7  true  strain  by  means  of  a Gleeble® 1500
machine  at strain  rates  of  0.01, 0.1  and  1 s−1.  Dynamic  recovery  of �  phase  and  rotation  of  the  � grains
lectron microscopy
itanium alloys
hermomechanical processing
ecrystallization

take  place  predominantly  in  the  � + � field.  Further  deformation  produces  continuous  dynamic  recrys-
tallization  of  the  �  phase  influenced  by  the  strain  rate.  Dynamic  recovery  is  observed  during  deformation
above  the  T�, where  the  misorientation  is  increasing  towards  the grain  boundaries  forming  new  small
grains  with  a substructure  at high  strain  rates  and  larger  deformation.  The  stress  exponent  and  the  appar-
ent activation  energy  for  the sinh  constitutive  equations  are  determined  and  the  microstructural  features

ener–
are correlated  with  the  Z

. Introduction

The evolution of engineering materials is giving us opportunities
or innovation in mechanical design by the substitution of conven-
ional materials in different application fields [1].  Titanium alloys
re very attractive not only for aerospace application but also for
rocess engineering, automotive, medical and sport applications
wing to the high specific bending stiffness and strength, combined
ith corrosion and creep resistance [2].  The use of � and near � tita-
ium alloys is gradually increasing for structural applications in the
erospace industry [3,4]. They exhibit a relatively good workabil-
ty due to the low � transus temperature (T�) compared to typical

 + � alloys. Strengthening by grain refinement and precipitation of
ne � phase yields similar strength levels as low alloyed and even
ome stainless steels.

Thermomechanical processing techniques are necessary not
nly for shaping, but also for adjusting the mechanical properties
btaining an appropriate microstructure. Previous works of near �
itanium alloys have shown that isothermal or near-isothermal hot
orking in the subtransus region provokes flow softening at high
train rates by adiabatic heating provoking a change in the texture
f the � phase [5].  The apparent energy of activation of the hot
eformation was determined to be in the range of 300–700 kJ/mol,
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values which are significantly higher than the self-diffusion of the
� phase in pure titanium (135–153 kJ/mol) [6–8]. Thus, the active
mechanism of restoration is very sensitive to changes of the work-
ing temperature. Superplasticity was  observed for Ti–10V–2Fe–3Al
(Ti-10-2-3) with a globular starting microstructure at strain rates
below 0.1 s−1 [9–11]. Furuhara et al. [11], observed that dynamic
discontinuous and continuous recrystallization can take place in
the � phase for large deformations in the � + � field at strain
rates up to 4.2 × 10−2 s−1. It was  shown that both recrystalliza-
tion mechanisms depend on the amount of � phase present during
deformation. Continuous dynamic recrystallization in the � phase
during torsion experiments was also determined for beta Cez
alloy [14]. Dynamic recovery in � phase was also suggested for
the metastable Ti-10-2-3 titanium alloy under isothermal forg-
ing, while the � grains globularizes and spherodizes by diffusion
[15,16]. Ti-5-5-5-3 alloy showed insignificant dependence of the
globular � grain area with strain and strain rate, and a predomi-
nant steady state flow behaviour during isothermal compression
[17]. An increment of the flow softening with increasing the strain
rate and the volume of � phase was  determined for Timetal 555
[18]. Jones et al. [17] concluded that dynamic recovery is the main
mechanism of restoration of the � phase because the calculated
activation energy value is similar to that of the self-diffusion of

pure �-Ti. Most of the publications reported dynamic recovery as
the dominant restoration mechanism in the � region with appar-
ent activation energy close to the self-diffusion in �-Ti. Dynamic
recrystallization was  also observed by optical microscopy [18–20].

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.msea.2011.07.068
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09215093
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/msea
mailto:fwarchom@pop.tuwien.ac.at
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.msea.2011.07.068
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ig. 1. Ti55531 in the as received material: (a) SEM BSE image where the � phase
ubgrains (narrow lines) and grains boundaries (thicker lines) in the � and � phase

This work investigates the microstructural evolution of a pre-
orged and annealed Ti–5Al–5Mo–5V–3Cr–1Zr (Ti55531) by hot
ompression above and below T� to optimize the forging process.
he particular interest on this alloy is the lower T� in comparison
ith similar alloys (i.e. Ti-5-5-5-3, Timetal 555, VT 22), a fact that is

ttractive for the forging industry. Preliminary results [21] showed
n elongation of the � grains with refinement of � subgrains or
rains when increasing the strain rate to 1 s−1. For deformations in
he � region, the formation of a necklace structure was observed at
he borders of � grains which was related to dynamic recrystalliza-
ion. The use of typical metallography techniques was  not sufficient
o differentiate the � subgrains from the grains and thus to deter-

ine more accurately the restoration mechanism active during the
eformation.

This work analyses the microstructure evolution related to the
ocal deformation parameters in the compression specimens and
heir flow behaviour. The restoration mechanism taking place dur-
ng hot deformation is deduced from metallography using electron
ackscatter diffraction (EBSD).

. Experimental

The chemical composition of the investigated Ti55531 in wt% is:
.04V, 5.51Al, 5.01Mo, 2.85Cr, 0.32Fe, 1.125Zr, 0.0655O, 0.0045C,
.0085N and Ti (balance). The T� determined by the supplier and
orroborated by metallographic observations for this alloy is 803 ◦C
22]. The double melt material has been pre-forged (by cogging) to
illet dimensions with a final step in the � + � field followed by an
nnealing treatment below beta transus temperature. Cylindrical
pecimens of 15 mm length and 10 mm diameter were machined
ith the axis perpendicular to the pre-forging direction of the bil-

et. After deformation, the specimens were cut parallel to the load
xis. The longitudinal section was mechanically ground and pol-
shed prior to observation in a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
et in the backscatter electron mode (BSE). The � could be distin-
uished because it is shown darker than the � phase due to its lower
o content. Around 20 pictures were taken each of each specimen

rom its border to its centre along the maximum diameter. The

uantitative analysis of the pictures was carried out using the soft-
are Axio Vs40 v4.4 to determine the � content, the size (area) and

spect ratio (as Feret minimum length/Feret maximum length) of
he � grains. At least 500 � grains were analyzed for each condition.
rk and the � phase is bright. (b) EBSD orientation map  (ND–RD plane) identifying

EBSD scans were carried out with the sample tilted 70◦, applying
an accelerating voltage of 20 kV, a spot size of around 4 nm and at a
working distance of 10 mm.  An increment step of 0.1 �m was  used
for samples with � grains and of 0.3–5 �m for samples thermome-
chanically treated above T�. The � phase could be retained at room
temperature by fast cooling. The confidence index (CI) average val-
ues of each measurement (raw data) were higher than 0.3 and the
misorientation data represented adjacent points.

Hot compression tests were carried out using a Gleeble® 1500
machine with servo hydraulic system at strain rates of 0.01, 0.1 and
1 s−1 in the temperature range of T� ± 40 ◦C, up to global true strains
of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.7. The specimens were heated to the compression
temperature at 5 K/s and held at least 900 s. The temperature was
controlled by a K type thermocouple welded in the middle of the
specimens. Three additional thermocouples were used to record
the temperature gradient along the sample. The deformation was
controlled by the stroke and the strain was measured by means of
a transverse strain gauge located at the middle of each specimen
to eliminate any effect of the longitudinal gradient of temperature
and the friction at the anvils (barrelling) on the flow curves. The
tests were carried out in argon atmosphere in order to prevent the
formation of � case, and “sandwiches” of a graphite foil, colloidal
graphite and a Mo  foil were used between the anvils and the sam-
ple to reduce the temperature gradient along the specimen up to
20–40 ◦C. The finite elements methods (FEM) simulations were car-
ried out for the local deformation parameters using DEFORMTM2D
adjusting the friction factor to the geometry obtained after defor-
mation. The calculated local strain and strain rate in the specimens
were correlated to the observed microstructure. This method was
successfully applied for the interpretation of processing maps in
[23].

3. Results

3.1. Microstructure before hot deformation

The as received material Ti55531 (Fig. 1) presented mostly a

globular microstructure of the � phase as result of the pre-forging
process and the heat treatments. The initial content of alpha is
about 30%. There are indications of � subgrains in the as received
billet as shown by the EBSD image.
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ig. 2. Area and aspect ratio evolution of � grains after isothermal heat treatment
t  763 ◦C.

The content of � phase decreased with the holding time during

sothermal heat treatment in the � + � field till 300 s, where the �
ontent was of 13 ± 2% and 8 ± 1% at 763 and 783 ◦C, respectively.
he area and the shape of the � grains, illustrated by the aspect
atio, do not change significantly (Fig. 2) in the first 30 min  although

Fig. 3. Microstructure evolution after isothermal heat trea

ig. 4. EBSD orientation map  (ND–RD plane) of heat treated samples above the � trans
oundaries can be observed in grey and in bold lines, respectively.
 Engineering A 528 (2011) 8277– 8285 8279

Ostwald ripening effect was  determined by the change of the size
with longer exposition times in [24].

The value of � transus temperature (803 ◦C) was  confirmed in
our alloy by using metallographic observations as shown in Fig. 3.
Similar chemical composition alloys were reported with T� values
between 850 and 870◦C [17,25,26] with higher concentration of
oxygen (�-stabilizer) and no presence of Zr (�-stabilizer). The low
amount of oxygen and other interstitials should be the main rea-
son of the low � transus temperature compared to the literature
value for similar alloys. Zr could help also to decrease the � transus
temperature although 1 wt%  should not be enough.

The � phase was  completely transformed into � after 180 s at
the tested temperatures above 803 ◦C. Fully static recrystallization
of the � phase was  achieved after 900 s at 843 ◦C, with a mean �
grain diameter of 79 ± 3 �m.  Fig. 4 shows EBSD measurements of
the evolution of the � grains with the time at 843 ◦C.

3.2. Compression tests

3.2.1. Flow behaviour
Fig. 5 depicts the flow curves of Ti55531 at different temper-

atures and strain rates. The curves at 0.1 and 1 s−1 below the T�
exhibit softening after an initial sharp peak and steady state at

0.01 s . The deformation carried out above the � transus tem-
perature resulted in flow steady state for all the strain rates after
an initial peak flow stress. The flow curves at 803 ◦C exhibit sim-
ilar behaviour than that observed above T�. An increment of the

tment at 803 ◦C after (a) 0 s, (b) 900 s and (c) 7200 s.

us temperature (843 ◦C) after (a) 60 s, (b) 180 s and (c) 900 s. Subgrain and grain
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Fig. 5. Flow curves behaviour for 

emperature of about 30 ◦C during deformations at 1 s−1 was mea-
ured with the thermocouple at the surface of the sample. Higher
tress values than Ti-5-5-5-3 alloy [17] and Timetal 555[18] should
e related to the solid solution strengthening contribution of Zr due
o the uniformity content in both � and � phases as observed in the
i–6Al–2Sn–4Zr–6Mo alloy [27].

.2.2. Microstructural behaviour after deformation
The microstructure evolution during deformation in the � + �

eld is shown in Fig. 6. The � grains do not show significant change
n the size but they take a preferential orientation almost perpen-
icular to the load axis for all the strain rates and strains greater

han 0.2. This effect was also observed at higher strains in double
runcated cone samples of Ti-5-5-5-3 in [17]. The mean size of the

 grains as well as the mean aspect ratio decrease slightly with
train for all the deformation parameters (Fig. 7a and b, respec-

ig. 6. SEM images of samples treated at 763 ◦C and 783 ◦C before deformation (left) an
ertical.
nt temperatures and strain rates.

tively). There is no perceptible influence of the strain rate on the
� grains as was  also reported in Ti-5-5-5-3 [17]. The � subgrain
size was influenced by the temperature and strain rate. The for-
mation of � grains with similar size to the subgrains was  observed
by EBSD images at the prior � grain boundaries (Fig. 8c). Smaller
� subgrains were observed at a higher strain rate compared to the
samples deformed at 0.01 s−1 (Fig. 8d).

Formation of subgrain structure was observed after deformation
at 843 ◦C for all the strain rates as shown in Fig. 9. The deformation
at high strain rates (>1), produced a heterogeneous distribution
of misorientations and the formation of new small grains at the
original � grain boundary.
3.2.3. Constitutive equations
The dependence of the flow stress (�) with the strain rate (ε̇)

and deformation temperature can be related using the constitutive

d after deformation at 0.01 and 1 s−1 to a local strain of 0.7. Compression axis is
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Fig. 7. Mean values of the microstructural features of the � grains with the deformation parameters: (a) area and (b) aspect ratio.

Fig. 8. EBSD orientation map  (ND–RD plane) of samples treated at 763 ◦C: (a) non deformed, (b and c) 0.2 and 0.7 of strain at 0.01s−1, respectively; (d) 0.7 of strain at 1 s−1.
Dark  grain boundaries correspond to high angle boundary (15–180◦). Subgrain boundaries (less than 15◦) are represented with grey lines. The � grains (black) are embedded
in  the � phase. Compression axis is vertical.
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ig. 9. EBSD orientation map  (ND–RD plane) of samples deformed at 843 ◦C up to 

orrespond to high angle boundary (15–180◦). Subgrain boundaries (less than 15◦) a
f  the misorientation profiles illustrated in Fig. 13.

quation proposed by Sellars and Tegart [28] that includes the creep
ower law and the equation for higher stresses [29]:

˙  = A[sinh(c�)]n exp
(−Q

RT

)
(1)

here Q is the apparent activation energy of deformation, R is the
as constant, T is the deformation temperature, A and c are the
aterial constants and n is the stress exponent. Rewriting the hot
orking equation the following is obtained:

 = ε̇ exp
(

Q

RT

)
= A[sinh(c�)]n (2)

here Z is the Zener–Hollomon parameter. The values of Q and
 obtained are indicators of the deformation mechanisms which
hould be corroborated by microstructure observations.

The activation energy of the process is determined from Eq. (2):

n Z = ln ε̇ + Q

RT
= ln A + n ln[sinh(c�)] (3)

t  is transformed into:

n[sinh(c�)] = (ln ε̇ −  ln A)
n

+ Q

nRT
(4)

n Eq. (4),  c is the stress multiplier that provides an adjustable con-
tant to bring c� into the correct range in order to generate parallel
ines for constant temperatures in ln ε̇ versus ln [sinh (c�)] plots.
s c increases, n decreases. The activation energy can be estimated
y the slope of the Arrhenius plot ln [sinh (c�)] versus 1/T.  These
ssumptions are based on the negligible changes of the microstruc-
ure of the constituent phases during deformation.

In the case of Ti55531, the microstructure of � + � and � was
hus modelled using two linear ranges from which the activation
nergy was separately calculated for the two regions. However, it
hould be taken into account that within each phase region, the �

ubgrain size varied with temperature and strain rate. The grain
hape itself is known to change when compressed as well as the
mount of phases when the � transus is approached. Consequently,
he activation energies must be considered as apparent values.
) 0.01 s−1 and (b) 1 s−1 with detail of the � grain boundary. Dark grain boundaries
resented with grey lines. Compression axis is vertical. Arrows indicate the location

The apparent activation energy was determined from Fig. 10 at
0.7 of global true strain and with a c constant of 0.009 MPa−1 in
the � + � and � field by an average value of the slope of the lin-
ear fit for each strain rate. The stress exponent was 3.5, similar
value than those obtained for other metastable � and �-rich alloys
[5,14]. The Q value obtained in the � + � region for Ti55531 was
275 kJ/mol, comparable with that obtained by Robertson et al. for
Ti–10V–2Fe–3Al (294 kJ/mol) [16] but higher than that of the Ti-
5-5-5-3 alloy (183 kJ/mol) [17]. The calculated apparent energy in
the � region was 148 kJ/mol, which is similar to the value obtained
for the self-diffusion of � phase (135–153 kJ/mol) [6–8] and for
the deformation of some metastable beta and beta-rich alloys [5].
The linearity of the relation between flow stress and Z in Fig. 10b
corroborates that the flow stress for all strain rates and tempera-
tures in both fields follow the Eq. (1).  Consequently, the constitutive
equations at 0.7 of true strain can be written as:

ε̇ = 1.054 × 1012[sinh(0.009�0.7)]3.5 exp
(−275300

RT

)
(5)

in the � + � field; and:

ε̇ = 6.18 × 105[sinh(0.009�0.7)]3.5 exp
(−148000

RT

)
(6)

in the � field.
Good correlation of the � subgrain size (ıss) and Z was observed

below T� (Fig. 11). The experimental relationship can be written as:

ıss = 7 − 0.18 ln(Z) (7)

Thus, finer � subgrain results after deformation at lower tempera-
ture and higher strain rate (larger Z).

4. Discussion

Flow curves show an initial flow stress sharp peak followed

by a drop in the stress at some deformation conditions. This phe-
nomenon is related to a discontinuous yielding as was  reported
in previous works [5,30–33]. A pronounced discontinuous yielding
was observed mainly at 0.1 s−1 and only in the � field at high strain
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ig. 10. (a) Determination of the activation energy from the slope of the linear regr
as  calculated from all the strain rates. (b) Zener–Hollomon parameter versus flow

ates. For all the temperatures the yield drop values was  highest
t 0.1 s−1 strain rate [21]. This stress peak could be related to the
resence of Fe and Cr in the � phase. Their small atomic radius
nd their high diffusivity compared with the other alloying ele-
ents can be related to the discontinuous yielding as described

y the static theory. If this phenomenon is related to the dynamic
heory, the higher content of the �-stabilizers in � phase, either
n the near grain boundaries or within the grain, can intensify the
olute–dislocation interaction, provoking a reduction of the mobile
islocation density. Consequently, new mobile dislocations must
e generated upon deformation, with grain boundaries acting as
ources, as was observed by Rack [30,33] and earlier by Margolin
nd Stanescu [34]. In general this behaviour is related to defor-
ations in � single phase, although it was also reported for alloys

eformed in the � + � field with more than 90% of � content [11,18].

.1. Deformation in the  ̨ +  ̌ field

The restoration mechanisms after hot deformation below T�
Figs. 6–8)  occur mainly in the � phase. The linear correlation of
he � subgrain size with the Zener Hollomon parameter (Fig. 10b)
onfirm that the main restoration of the � phase is dynamic recov-

ry, as expected for a phase with low stacking fault energy [35].
he apparent energy value obtained in the � + � region is higher
han the self-diffusion of the � phase and it should be related to
he energy necessary to rotate, elongate and the � grains. Fig. 12

ig. 11. Relationship between Z parameter and � subgrains diameter at 0.7 of strain.
Fig. 12. Distribution of boundary misorientation in the � phase after heat treatment
and  deformation at 763 ◦C for different strains and strain rate.

shows the boundary misorientation distribution of the � phase for
different thermomechanical treatments at 763 ◦C. Table 1 summa-
rizes the percentage of the high angle grain boundaries (%HAGB)
and of the mean misorientation value (mm). An increase of both
%HAGB and mm is observed with increasing deformation at 0.01 s−1.
The second phase (�) acts as a harder particle dispersed in the
soft matrix pinning the dislocation movement and hence the �
subgrains cannot grow beyond the � grains. This results in the
formation of more HAGB by increasing the strain, suggesting geo-
metric dynamic recrystallization (gDRX). The prior � grains became

flattened with the strain and the grain boundaries took a serrated
shape with a thickness of a few � subgrains producing pinching off
of the grain boundary. It should be pointed out that the low sensi-

Table 1
Mean misorientation values (mm) and percentage of high angle grain boundary
(%HAGB) in the beta phase of samples thermomechanical treated at 763 ◦C (cor-
responding to Fig. 12).

Strain rate 0 0.01s−1 1s−1

Strain 0 0.1 0.2 0.7 1.1 0.7 1.4
mm 10 12 13 17 15 9 13
%HAGB 13 22 28 41 34 11 27
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ig. 13. Cumulative misorientations after deformations at 843 ◦C along the line (see
rrows in Fig. 9) from the middle of the � grain to the grain boundary.

ivity of the misorientation angles obtained by EBSD compared to
ther methods [36] lead in an overestimation of the HAGB. Thus,
he misorientation distributions should be used as comparative val-
es between different conditions. The progressive lattice rotation
f the � phase is the result of low dynamic recovery at high strain
ates. This generates new HAGB near the prior � grain boundary.
his effect was also observed by Furuhara et al. considering isother-
al  forging in � + � field with fine precipitated � grains dispersed

n a larger volume of beta phase [11–13] and Montheillet et al. after
orsion tests [14].

.2. Deformation in the  ̌ field

In the � field, the calculated apparent activation energy fits well
n the range of values obtained from the literature for self-diffusion
n �-Ti supporting the theory that the dominant mechanism of
estoration is dynamic recovery. Low strain rates promoted the
ormation of large subgrains. As occurred in the � + � field, prior
rains became elongated and serrated grain boundaries formed.
inching off can be observed in the case of very slow strain rates
large subgrains) and at elongated grain. On the other hand, at high
train rates, misorientations progressive increase within the beta
rains towards the grain boundaries with subsequent formation of
igh angle grain boundaries. This reveals that dynamic recovery

ollowed by continuous dynamic recrystallization by progressive
attice rotation is the predominant mechanism. Fig. 13 shows the
umulative misorientation within the beta grains in Fig. 9 (relative
istance is 1 at the grain boundary). The cumulative misorienta-
ion is larger for grains deformed at high strain rates. These results
gree with a similar behaviour reported in the beta-CEZ alloy [14],
n single phase alloys with high stacking fault energy at larger defor-

ations [37–39] and in AZ31 at high temperatures [40]. Timetal
55 was reported with dynamic recovery for temperatures near to
he � transus and for specimens deformed above 1000 ◦C dynamic
ecrystallization was determined, although it was  not determined
f it was by discontinuous or continuous process [18].

. Conclusions

Near beta titanium Ti55531 alloy has been studied during hot

eformation near to the T�. The flow stresses were correlated with
he strain rate and the temperature (Zener Hollomon parameter)
y the sinh equation. The use of the EBSD technique was neces-
ary to determine the dynamic recovery and continuous dynamic

[

[
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recrystallization of the � phase as predominant mechanisms taking
place during hot deformation. The conclusions can be summarized
as follows:

• The main dynamic restoration mechanism is � dynamic recovery
for all the deformation parameters.

• � + � field deformation occurs mainly by �-restoration with elon-
gation and rotation of � grains perpendicular to the applied load.

• A progressive rotation of the lattice in the � phase occurs both
in the � + � and � fields at high strain rates by increasing the
strain. This rotation produces an increment of the cumulative
misorientation distribution towards the prior � grain boundaries,
generating new HAGB near the � prior grain by cDRX by lattice
rotation.

• Low strain rates deformations are characterized by �-dynamic
recovery in � + � as well as � fields at small strains. Pinching off
of elongated prior grain boundaries take place at large strains
producing new small grains by gDRX which locally takes place.
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